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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH R-LOGIC INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD 

 

• The Group has ventured into the Repair business to strengthen the Group’s 4Rs 

Strategy. 

• It has formed a strategic partnership with an established reverse logistic Partner. 

 

Singapore – 1 September, 2014 - METech International Limited (the “Group”) wishes to 

announce that the Group has ventured into the electronic equipment repair business (the 

“Venture”) through a strategic partnership with R-Logic International Pte Ltd (the “Partner”). 

This Venture serves to diversify the Group’s business from precious metal recovery and ferrous 

and non-ferrous metal recycling to include repairs and reuse of electronic equipment. This 

initiative will strengthen the Group’s 4R Strategy of Recycle, Recover, Reuse and Repair, and is 

in line with the Group’s vision which is to conserve Earth’s resources by extending the life of all 

electronics. 

 

The Group is itself a global player in the recycling and reuse business. It provides comprehensive 

electronic waste management solutions that include recycling of electronic and electrical 

equipment, as well as recovery of precious metal for enterprises, manufacturers and local 

communities. The Group operates from 5 plants in the USA and 1 in Singapore and serves 

markets in North America, Europe and Asia. 

 

Our Partner has been in the reverse logistics business since 1999. Unlike conventional logistics, 

reverse logistics requires the collection of aftermarket items for repair and warranty management 

and usually involves sophisticated IT systems for item-level inventory tracking and warranty 

management. It delivers end-to-end reverse logistics solutions to its customers, many of whom are 

global OEMs such as HP, BenQ, Chi Mei and Dell. Its front-end solutions include customer 

interfacing, customer call management and technical support centre, while its back-end cover 

defective inventory management, supply management and repairs. 

 



 

 

Our Partner is considered a niche player in the reverse logistics and repair market. In 2007 Spring 

Singapore described our Partner as one of the few players in Singapore with the capability to 

perform Level 3 (component level) repairs, making it a best-in-class player in its niche sector. 

Today, our Partner has the capability to undertake in-depth repairs of automatic teller machines, 

motherboards, hubs and switches, tape drives, notebooks, memory and LCD displays, amongst 

others. 

 

Our Partner has seen rapid growth since its incorporation in 1999. Today it has presence in 

Singapore, India, China and Malaysia, allowing global OEMs to reach out to customers across the 

Asia Pacific region in countries like Japan, Korea, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Australia and 

Dubai, in addition to Singapore, India, China and Malaysia.  

 

For the purpose of this Venture, the Group has incorporated a subsidiary by the name of METech 

ReversLog Pte Ltd (the “Subsidiary”) to work with the Partner. This Subsidiary will be located at 

the Group’s present premises at 65 Tech Park Crescent at Tuas South. Our Subsidiary and Partner 

will work hand-in-hand to offer repair, reuse and recycling of electronic equipment on a joint 

platform and to reach out to customers in North America, Europe, Asia and Australasia. 

 

The long-term prospect for the repair, reuse and recycling business is good. There are a number of 

reasons for this. Firstly, the slowing economy, particularly in the West, is making people and 

organisations more cost conscious. Rising unemployment and depressed wages have led to the 

reduced spending power of many individuals; budgetary cuts and cost-cutting measures have 

resulted in less money for organisations, both public and private, to spend. 

 

The second reason is climate change. Many parts of the world have experienced the effects of 

climate change and it is the most talked-about issue today. To protect the environment, many 

governments have imposed targets to reduce waste and cut down on landfills. In Europe recycling 

must reach 70% by 2030, and for WEEE, the target is 85% by 2016. The ban on landfilling of 

recyclables will kick in by 2025. In Singapore, the National Environmental Agency has more or 

less similar targets. It has set recycling targets of 65% and 70% by 2020 and 2030 respectively. 

 

Thirdly, people have also started to seriously rethink on the use of natural resources. The use-

once-only mentality is gradually accepted as unsustainable in the long run. In Europe, there is 

now a strong push towards the Circular Economy which is an alternative to the present linear 

economy (make, use, dispose) in which we keep resources in use for as long as possible, extract 

the maximum value from them whilst in use, then recover and regenerate products and materials 



 

 

at the end of each service life. With a push from the government, the mind-set of the people will 

change towards acceptance of reuse. 

 

Lastly, governments are beginning to see waste as resource, and in some countries a strategic 

motive has also been attached to recycling. To these countries, harvesting waste, especially 

strategic minerals, helps to cut down their dependency on source countries. 

 

We expect exponential growth from this Venture. We see synergy in our partnership as our 

expertise are complementary in the reverse logistics arena, and we can bring together our 

international networks to become truly global players ourselves. The international climate for 

environmental businesses is also looking up. For the Group, the diversification laterally into 

repair and reuse will give it a better balance in its 4R Strategy and allow it to tap new growth 

areas. 
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About METECH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

 

Incorporated in 2001, METech International Limited (SGX: QG1.SI) is a leading electronic waste (“ewaste”) 

management solutions provider, with facilities in Asia and North America. The company recycles ewaste comprising 

of electronic and electrical equipment, and recovers precious metals for enterprises, manufacturers and local 

communities. It has an extensive track record of offering comprehensive and flexible e-waste management solutions 

that are tailored to meet the unique needs of its customers, and which comply with legislative and regulatory 

requirements. The company plans to expand its portfolio by offering a synergistic value chain of services through its 

“4Rs” initiative which involves the expansion of existing recycling and recovery businesses, and the introduction of 

reuse and repair capabilities. METech is committed to helping organizations fulfill their environmental 

responsibilities through its vision which advocates the conservation of Earth’s resources by extending the life of all 

electronics.  

 

Learn more at www.metechinternational.com 

 

 


